
Horse and
Carriage

Ponte Vecchio

 The lantern on  top
of Brunelleschi’s
dome

Venchi’s chocolate
waterfall

The colorful
facade of Santa
Maria Novella

Porcellino
Fountain

P.zza Repubblica
Carousel

Fountain of
Neptune

The tower od
Palazzo Vecchio
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Scavenger hunt



A carved
door

A leather goods
shop 

A naked statue

a monumental
archway 

The head of
Medusa

A Florentine
Lily

The Uffizi courtyard 

Dante

An animal
sculpture 

FlorenceFlorence
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Scavenger hunt



Have real Italian gelato 

See (and possibly climb to the top of) the red
dome of Florenc'es duomo 

Taste 1 local dish

Feed a coin to the Porcellino Fountain

Visit at least one museum 

Take an iconic photo of Florence from
Piazzale Michelangelo

Learn about the art of traditional art marbled paper
making 

 my bucket list
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Florence Top SightsFlorence Top Sights

Piazza della Signoria

Santa Maria del Fiore Duomo
Complex

 www.mamalovesitaly.com

The church of Santa Maria Novella is one of the most famous in
Florence. It was built in 1279 by two Dominican friars who took
care of the church and of the land around it. Several important
artists worked at this church, including famous architects and
artists Vasari and Leon Battista Alberti. Fun fact: if you look at
its colorful facade, you will be able to spot a sundial and an
armillary sphere marking the days of the equinox and solstice!  

Santa Maria Novella

The Duomo of Florence is not just one building but 3: the
duomo itself (the church), the baptistry and Giotto's bell tower. 

The dome is a record breaking feat of engineering: designed by architect
Brunelleschi in the XV century, the dome is the biggest self supporting masonry
structure in the world. It has a diameter of 45.5 meters and it is 116 meters tall!
Giotto's tower is an impressive 84.7 mt. Yes, you can climb to the top! 

Piazza della Signoria is one of the most famous squares in
Florence. Here, you find Palazzo Vecchio, the old center of 
 power of the city of Florence, beautiful Loggia dei Lanzi (a
portico with incredible statues, free to see), the famous
Neptune fountain and a replica of the world  famous David
by Michelangelo (the real one is in the Accademia Museum
for protection). 
Piazza della Signoria is one of the most beautiful and
famous squares in Italy.  



Florence top sightsFlorence top sights

PIazzale Michelangelo

The Uffizi

Ponte Vecchio
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Piazzale Michelangelo is a large square on a hill overlooking
Florence city center.  The piazza is large and full of cars (you
can often spot Ferraris here!) but it is most famous for its
incredible views of Florence.   You can get here by bus or on
foot but the walk up is a little tiring, onlyu do it if you have
the energy! Don't forget to bring your camera for stunning
photos.  

Florence's Uffizi are one of the most famous art museums in the
world. An impressive building in Florence city center, it has world
famous masterpieces such as Botticelli's Primavera and Birth of
Venice, many paintings by Caravaggio,   Leonardo and many
more masterpieces by Giotto,  Raphael and Michelangelo, some
of the greatest artists of all times.
The Uffizi are a very large museum: you will pass by their
stunning courtyard as you walk from Piazza della Signoria to
Ponte Vecchio. 

Ponte Vecchio is a unique bridge connecting the
two sides of the Arno river in Florence city center.
It is not however just a bridge! As you step on it,
you find yourself s on what feels like a shopping
street, with shops on the two sides of you and,
occasionally, a stunning view over the Arno itself! 

The bridge originally hosted a market but it was too smelly so the authorities
decided on goldsmith could trade here - and they still do! 



Florence top sightsFlorence top sights

The River Arno

Boboli Gardens

Porcellino Fountain
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The Arno is the river crossing the city of Florence. Large
and flat, you divides the city in two parts: the center and
Oltrarno neighborhood (Oltrarno means 'beyond the
Arno'). The Arno is crossed by 8 bridges and the most
famous is Ponte Vecchio. The river is navigable and you
can often spot rowers on it. The Arno is a city river but it
has some wildlife: if you look carefully, you may spot
nutrie here,  furry animal that looks a little like a small
beaver (they are cute but don't get too close, they are also
called river rats!)  

The Boboli Gardens are  the beautiful, elegant
gardens at the back of Palazzo Pitti, one of
Florence's most elegant, historical buildings. The
gardens have trees, fountains, walking paths and
many sculptures: they feel a little like an open air
museum and the they are so beautiful, they
inspired many more gardens around the world
including those of famous Versailles in France! 

Fontana del Porcellino is a unique fountain in
Florence in the shape of a wild boar! 
The fountain is cute and there is a legend
about it:  take a coin, put it in its mouth and let
it drop. If if fall in the grate, you can make a
wish at it will be granted! 

But be careful: you only have one try as, if the coin drops outside of the grate, you
cannot try again, tradition forbids it! Fun fact: the fountain appeared in Harry
Potter's the Deathly Hallows movie, 



Florence  Trip -
My daily notes

What I loved most Today I felt

 Today we....
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Daily PlannerDaily Planner

M O R N I N G   

A F T E R N O O N  

E V E N I N G

W E  A R E  I N :  F L O R E N C E                  T O D A Y ' S  D A T E  I S :
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Daily Planner

DATE:

S M T W T F S

Reminder

Today is

Schedule Personal List

Notes

Wake up

Keeping track of my plans for my awesome vacation in
Florence! 
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I FEEL:

DATE

WHAT DID YOU LIKE THE MOST
ABOUT IT?  

My Activity Card
FROM WHERE I STAND: 

MY RANKING OF THIS EXPERIENCE

I EXPECT THIS TO BE.... 

3 THINGS I LEARNED ABOUT IT 

WHERE ARE YOU? WRITE, DRAW
OR STICK A PHOTO HERE

I SEE

I HEAR

I SMELL
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Florence Word search

P DTI DOG ETO PI

L LEI NMS PAO RL

R BRU SIQ AOE AF

I ZIZ LEA ERF ON

O MNL IRX IIP PO

L LOA ASC RUR NE

C HEP CQA UNN PI

N UCZ EER SSF UD

E EFP COM NLP ER

O TEA IRN EEA SO

D ELM EUO DFE NS

P CEN IEO HVT OC

FIRENZECAROUSEL

PAPER

FLORENCE

PONTE VECCHIO

GIOTTO

PIAZZA

DOME

PORCELLINO

ARNO

Can you find the words hidden in the puzzle?
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Florence Matching GameFlorence Matching Game
Can you match each landmark with its name?  

Santa Maria Novella

Palazzo Vecchio

Ponte  Vecchio

Brunelleschi's Dome 

River Arno
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